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ABSTRACT 
In this short note we show that the space of all a-free maps of any complex manifold v into C” is 
always homotopically equivalent o the space of all sections of the corresponding bundle in the 
space of jets of smooth maps c + C”. In particular, the space of all linear ordinary differential 
equations with complex-valued coefficients on an elliptic curve with the identical monodromy (de- 
fined as the conjugacy class in the corresponding loop group) is weakly homotopically equivalent o 
the space of all based maps of the curve in CL,(C). The proof is based on Gromov’s theory of 
convex integration, see e.g. [Gr,McD]. 
PRELIMINARIES AND RESULTS 
A smooth map f : I/ + R q is called free of order k if at any point x of a mani- 
fold Vthevectors (af/au,)(V);(d2f/dui,dUi2)(V);...;(akf/dui, . ..@)(v) are 
linearly independent in Rq, where Ui are some local coordinates in a neighbor- 
hood of x and v = f (x), see [Gr]. Obviously, q 2 (“ik) - 1 = n+- 
(“2) + .“+ (“+;-1). 
LetX= VxRq -+ V and Xck) denote the space of k-jets of maps V ---) Rq. If 
q 2 (“ik) - 1 then th e d’ff 1 erential relation 3k c Xck) of freedom of order k is 
an open dense subset in X (4 The relation 3’ is fibered over 3k-1 with the fi- . 
bers canonically equivalent o the Stiefel variety S~(.+:-IJR~. 
The notion of freedom of order k generalizes traightforwardly to maps into 
affine, projective and Riemannian spaces by taking local charts and/or covar- 
iant derivatives. 
The following result is formulated in [Gr]. 
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Theorem. Zfq > (” lk) - 1 or V is an open manifold then the inclusion of the space 
Cp of all maps V --f Rq which are free of order k into the space 9 of all sections of 
the bundle .Fk + V induces the homotopy equivalence of @ and P. 
Remark. If Vis parallelizable then the bundle .7=’ -+ V is trivial and the space 
of all its sections !P is homotopically equivalent to the space of all maps 
V ---) St(,:k);,Rq. 
However, m the most interesting case when V is closed and q = (“l”) - 1 the 
situation is far more complicated, camp. [MSh-ShSh]. Surprisingly little is 
known (to the best of the author’s knowledge) even about the space NC, of all 
closed curves free of order n in R” (also called nondegenerate curves). Namely, 
if one fixes the orientation of R” and the orientation of the osculating frame 
then the space NC,, consists of 3 connected components if n is odd and consists 
of 2 connected components if n is even, see [MSh]. One should mention that in 
this case every connected component of the space P (which is homotopically 
equivalent to the space of all maps S ’ + GLz(R)) contains at least one con- 
nected component of the space Q, = NC,,. No information about the cohomol- 
ogy or the homotopy groups of NC, is available, apparently, due to the lack of 
the covering homotopy, camp. [KSh2]. 
The main definition. A smooth map f : V, + Cq of a complex manifold V, is 
called &free of order k if the vectors (af/a%)(v); (a2flS,G*) 
(v); . . . ; (akf /aZ,, . . dF&)( ) v are linearly independent in Cq at any v E VP 
Remark. Obviously, d-freedom does not depend on the choice of local com- 
plex coordinates on V,. Although d-freedom is very similar to the usual free- 
dom they have essential distinctions. In particular, a d-free map is not nec- 
essarily an imbedding. 
We will also need the following obvious extention of the notion of d-free- 
dom. A smooth map f : V, -+ Cq is called extended d-free of order k if the 
vectors f(v) and (8f/&?i)(v); (a2f/aTi,8F;2)(v);. . .; (akf/aFi, . ..aZ.)(v) are 
linearly independent in Cq at any v E VP 
Let X, = V, x Cq and let 3: c XJk’ denote the differential relation of 
d-freedom of order k. Analogously, let E.7=: c X,‘k’ denote the differential re- 
lation of extended d-freedom of order k. 
The result of this note is the following simple 
Theorem 1. Zfq 2 (“zk) - 1 vor the extendedfreedom q > (“i”)) thenfor any 
n-dimensional complex mamfold V, the inclusion of the space @‘c of all its 
(extended) d-free maps in Cq of order k into the space P, of all sections of 
.F,k + V,(&.F,k ---f V, resp.) induces the weak homotopy equivalence of @, and !-PC. 
Fixing a point x0 E V and the k-jet of the considered a-free maps at x0 one gets 
the obvious based modifications of Theorem 1. 
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Application. Let Csl denote the space of all linear ordinary differential equa- 
tions (1.o.d.e) of some fixed order n with smooth real-valued periodic coeffi- 
cients and Cr denote the space of all 1.o.d.e on an elliptic curve r of the form 
8” + zyzi uj+ 1 a’, where uj E C”(r, C). Both of these spaces carry a natural 
Poisson structure called the Gelfand-Dickey Poisson structure, see [GD]. 
The symplectic leaves of this structure in the space lsl are locally in 1 - l- 
correspondence with the usual monodromy operator, see [OK]. The notion of 
the monodromy can be generalized to the case of Cr as well, see [EK]. This 
monodromy is the conjugacy class of the action of the group LGL(C) of all 
GL,(C)-valued functions on the cylinder C = C/Z on the semidirect product 
C D( LGL,(C),, where LGL,(C), is the connected component of identity in 
LGL,(C). For a given matrix M(z) E LGJ~~(C)~ the following statement is true. 
A map f:C-+C” with prescribed monodromy M(z) (i.e.f(z + r) = 
f(z)M(z)) and nonvanishing d-Wronskian is called a quasiperioodic non- 
degenerate tube. 
Proposition (see [EK]). Symplectic leaves of the Gelfand-Dikii bracket whose 
monodromy is the conjugacy class of M(z) E LGL,,(C),, are in l-l-correspondence 
with the homotopy classes of quasiperiodic nondegenerate tubes with the mono- 
dromy M (z). 
Remark. If the monodromy is identity then the symplectic leaves of the GD- 
bracket are in l-l-correspondence with the homotopy classes of extended 
&free mapsf : r + C” of order n - 1. 
Corollary of Theorem 1. The subspace ,CF c Lr consisting of all 1. o.d.e with the 
identical monodromy is weakly homotopically equivalent to the space !PF of all 
based maps f : r --+ GL,(C). Moreover, two 1.o.d.e with identical monodromy 
belong to the same connected symplectic leave of the Gelfand-Dikii bracket ifan)> 
two maps f, : r + GL,(C) and f2 : r + GL,(C) defined by these 1.o.d.e induce 
the same homomorphism TTI(~) -+ n,(GL,(C). (Note that r,(r) = Z* and 
~1 (GL,(C)) = Z.) 
Both Theorem 1 and its corollary follow directly from Gromov’s theory of 
convex integration. The author is very grateful to IHES for their hospitality and 
especially to M. Gromov who (apart from formulating numerous problems) 
was patient enough to clarify the basic ideas of convex integration. Sincere 
thanks for many useful discussions are due to P. Etingof and B. Khesin whose 
question posed in [EK] was the starting point of this note. 
PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us recall some basic notions of the method of convex 
integration. Let p : X + V be a smooth fibration with q-dimensional fibers (in 
our case the fibration isp : v x C4 + v) and let X@) denote the space of k-jets 
of smooth sections of this bundle. Xck) is fibered over X(kp’) with the 
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(n’f- ')-dimensional affine fibers. We define the class of the main or the co- 
ordinate q-dimensional affine subspaces in the fibers of X@) -+ Xc“- ‘1 by the 
following condition. Two k-jets belong to the same fiber of X@) -+ X(k-l) if 
there exists a germ of a smooth real hypersurface H : {ui = 0) in a neigh- 
borhood of the considered point such that the restrictions of both k-jets to H 
coincide. Now a subset in the a%ne space is called ample if the convex hull of 
any its connected component coincides with the whole affine space or this sub- 
set is empty. A differential relation R c A’(“) is called ample if its restriction to 
any main subspace is ample. In particular, if any such restriction is empty or its 
complement has the codimension at least 2 then the relation R is ample. By the 
results of the sections 2.4.1-2.4.3 in [Gr] the ample relations satisfy all the forms 
of the homotopy principle and, in particular, the inclusion of the space of all 
solutions of the ample differential relation ‘R into the space of all sections of the 
bundle R -+ V is the weak homotopy equivalence. 
Let us show that (extended) d-freedom is the ample differential relation. 
Choosing a point x E l$ and a germ of a smooth real hypersurface H pass- 
ing through x one can always find local complex coordinates 21,. . . , z, on 
K such that H is given by {lm zr = O}. Using these coordinates one can 
present main affine subspaces in X@) in the following way. Any main sub- 
space consists of the k-jets of maps S : f$ -+ Cq such that all the 
vectors (~~/~~~)(~); ( z~/~~i,~~i~)(v)~. . . ; (13kf/iEi, . . .dzi,)(v) except for the 
akJ/(Zi) k are fixed while the coordinates of ~~~/(~~,) k form the complex q- 
dimensional subspace of independent variables. (In the extended case we fix the 
value of f(v) as well.) If the fixed vectors are linearly dependent hen the re- 
striction of the differential relation Ft (EFfresp.) onto such a main subspace is 
empty and therefore ample. If they are linearly independent hen the linear de- 
pendence of coordinates of a kf/(aFi ) k with the rest of the vectors determines a 
complex subspace of positive codimension in the complex q-dimensional space 
of variables since q > (“lk) - 1 and thus its real codimension is at least 2. c1 
Proof of Corollary. According to [EK] each equation L E Cp determines an 
extended map f’ : I’ + C” d-free of order n - 1. The mapfc is defined uniquely 
up to a multiplication by an arbitary matrix from G&(C). Therefore, if we 
fix a point ~0 on r and require that Y,“(Q), (&-~/Z)(XO); (6’*fLb/Z2) 
(x0);. . . ; (an-‘fj/lW-‘)(x0) is the identity matrix then ft is determined 
uniquely. Thus the space Cy coincides with the space @i of extended &free 
maps F + C” with the identical (n - l)-jet at the given point ~0. By Theorem 1 
the inclusion of the space (Pi into the space ?P; of all based maps 
(r, xg) -+ (GL,(C), id) is the weak homotopy equivalence. Now the homotopy 
class of a map f : r + GL,(C)) is uniquely defined by the induced homo- 
morphism 7~ (r) --+ ?ri (Gus) since ~*(G~~(~)) = 0. q 
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